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Reshuffle

I am writing this in Strasbourg as the reshuffles are being implemented and have just 
learnt that two good ministers are leaving the Government. I have known Alistair Burt 
for decades and he is a good friend. He was also an excellent Minister at the FCO, 
where I had a great deal to do with him over Middle East matters. Always even-
handed, imperturbable and knowledgeable, he listened carefully to my regular reports, 
guided me through (political) minefields and acted upon my suggestions wherever 
appropriate. He will be a loss to this troubled region. The other is Richard Benyon, 
who I got to know over inland waterway issues.

On the canal With Alistair and former Foreign 
Affairs Committee Chairman

As you all know, I am a regular user of the canals on "Ratty" and had responsibility 
for them when an Environment Minister. Richard listened carefully to the concerns of 
those on the "cut" during the changeover from British Waterways to the new charity, 
the Canal and Rivers Trust, and acted accordingly. My colleagues tell me also that he 
was a first-rate Fisheries Minister and fought Britain's corner with great skill in EU 
debates. Thanks to both of them for their service.

Treaty Obligations

Due to the ridiculous stipulations in the EU treaties, we are not allowed to have less 
than 12 monthly plenary sessions in Strasbourg per year. So the recess in August has 



to be made up by an extra session in September or October. Thus we have to come to 
Strasbourg twice this month with but a week in-between. There will be little or no 
business on the agenda in the second plenary but all the excessive costs, 
inconvenience and mayhem have to be endured because the French will not give an 
inch - sorry, a millimetre - in coming to terms with the financial realities!

Conference

I hope that those few of you who went, enjoyed the Conference. What with sore feet, 
the predictable head-cold and the expense, it was all a touch wearing. But necessary -
to rejig the political agenda in our favour, to destroy some media myths, to meet old 
friends and make new ones. There was a high proportion of young people among the 
delegates - albeit somewhat more respectable than in my Young Conservative days! -
and a real determination to build on the hard-won achievements in restoring the 
economy. All that said, I still wish that there could be some proper debate about the 
issues of the day and the opportunity for constituency activists to have their say.

Switch?

Like many of you, I have just gone through the changeover resulting from the de-
merger of Lloyds Bank and the TSB. I've opted for the latter, on the simple premise 
that I could keep my account numbers and details, thus avoiding confusion and
"senior moments". Unfortunately, it did not all go smoothly as three accounts stayed 
with Lloyds when the rest went to TSB. Several lengthy telephone calls later, the 
issues were resolved but what a performance it was! And after 51 years as a Lloyds 
customer, I didn't receive one word of thanks for my loyalty. I do hope it all goes well 
- and when do I sell my Lloyds Bank shares?

Big Mouths!

Some things never change - like a few MPs loving the sound of their own voices and 
parading their disloyalty as a badge of virtue. Why does the MP for Windsor have to 
go crashing through the carefully-constructed consensus built up by the Prime 
Minister on Europe with a proposed amendment that has little or no support amongst 
fellow Conservatives? "It's my conscience" he says. "Engage brain before putting 
mouth in gear" I say!

Smoking Damages Health?

A lengthy debate in Parliament about the pros and cons of e-cigarettes and whether 
they should be banned, regulated or encouraged. I do have the feeling that my great-
grandchildren will be exclaiming with amazement that "they used to smoke evil 
dangerous cigarettes years ago, breathing in all that unhealthyness, you know" just as 
we now express amazement at throwing sewage out of the bedroom window years 
ago. So does the e-cigarette help to wean you off "gaspers" or encourage young 
people to take up the habit because it is "safer" without the smoke? Is it the job of 
parliamentarians to ban anything and everything that is "unsafe"? An interesting 
philosophical debate that will run for a bit, I think.



Gaza

My proposed visit - with other Parliamentary colleagues - to Gaza at the end of the 
month is still in question, dependent as we are on Israel letting us use any of the 
crossings that they control. Traversing through the Sinai Peninsula is simply not an 
option at present, given the unsettled and dangerous nature of Egypt's politics. And 
Israel is always loath to allow anyone to inspect the ravages and restrictions in Gaza 
caused largely by their own illegal blockade. But we keep our fingers crossed.

100 Today!

Incidentally, this is my 100th newsletter to you since my election in 1999 and I am 
very proud that I have managed to maintain regular communication with all the 
people who do so much to keep the Conservative Party alive and kicking throughout 
the North West of England. I do hope that you enjoy it - before deleting it - and that 
you have been a little bit better informed about the activities of at least one of your 
MEPs.


